
AS WE MOVE TOWARD IMMORTALITY

LET’S ACTIVATE THE 

RESTORATION OF OUR HEALTH



YOUR BODY’S 
ABILITY TO HEAL IS 

GREATER THAN 
ANYONE HAS 

PERMITTED YOU TO 
BELIEVE



GROWING ORGANS
During time with the Father one morning He stated to speak to me about the 
dynamic duo that is Frequency and Intention.

He took me back to the foundation of the earth and showed me that through the 
Frequency of His sound and the Intention of His heart all things came into being.

Frequency has the capacity to regrow organs, teeth, or removed parts of the 
body.



GROWING ORGANS
Every type of cell exists in the body and when you remove an organ or part of 
the body, those cells still exist in the body, just homeless if you like.

Frequency and Intention spark and ignite the stem cells associated with the 
organ to begin to grow.

This explains recreative miracles (albeit accelerated) and all sorts of other 
supernatural healing which is readily available to us for health and wellbeing.



• As we are exposed to new ideas and new concepts that are completely 
turning everything we know about health and wellbeing on its head, it creates 
cognitive dissonance.

• Our brains want to shut down because we feel that the incoming information is 
causing a destabilization of our belief system.

• As we go forward with this, give yourself permission to hear things that may 
have this effect, but to move into longevity, we need to start doing things 
differently



• For a long period of time we have been lead to believe that our bodies are a 
biological system only.

• Conventional medicine does not recognize the benefits of electricity in the 
body.  In fact, in most instances we are told that there is no relevance of 
electricity on the body

• Interestingly conventional medicine makes use of EEG’s 
(electroencephalogram) and ECG’s (electrocardiogram) 



• An EEG is a test that detects abnormalities in your brain waves, or in the 
electrical activity of your brain. During the procedure, electrodes consisting of 
small metal discs with thin wires are pasted onto your scalp. The electrodes 
detect tiny electrical charges that result from the activity of your brain cells.

• An ECG is a medical test that detects cardiac (heart) abnormalities 
by measuring the electrical activity generated by the heart as it contracts. 
The machine that records the patient's ECG is called an electrocardiograph.

• This seems incongruent.  To measure electrical activity to diagnose, but not to 
include it in the treatments.



• Something else that seems incongruent is the role of sugar in cancer.  Mostly 
cancer patients are told that diet plays no part in caner.

• However to detect cancer PET scans are used.  The PET 
scan can measure blood flow, oxygen use, how your body uses sugar.

• The PET scan uses a radioisotope molecule that is introduced to the body to 
see uptake in cancer.

• The molecule is a glucose molecule.  And yet we are told sugar plays no roles 
in the spread of cancer.



• The reason I am making these points is just to point out some anomalies, just to 
open the way for you to begin to look at other possibilities.

• Conventional medicine puts no emphasis on gut health

• And yet the gut is the digestive engine and hub for fuelling the body

• And the gut is often clogged and hosting parasites and by simply clearing 
them out, health and wellbeing is improved.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
For the purposes of understanding where we are going in the next section I 
have called it electric health.

Because we have been conditioned to think of our bodies chemically and 
mechanically, when we need health intervention we treat it chemically or 
mechanically.

However, if our heart stops beating, they treat it electrically by jump starting it 
with electricity.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
It is accepted that our nervous system is electric

Our blood carries an electric charge

Our bones are crystalline structures that make electricity when compressed

So we can see pieces of the puzzle – the electric puzzle 

But still we see the pieces rather than the whole picture.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
So as we move more towards realizing that what we are made up of is energy.

Because we are energy, our system is grounded in electricity

Sounds get translated into electricity going into our minds and thinking

Everything we are experiencing though our nervous systems is electricity

Everything going though our senses is electromagnetic

What if even our memories are stored in our electromagnetic system



ELECTRIC HEALTH
So how does the human magnetic field work?  Every moving electron creates a 
magnetic field, that is just basic physics.  Your body is full of moving electrons.  
Your body has a magnetic field.  Every cell and organ in your body contributes 
to that field, especially your heart and your brain. We have seen earler that 
the heart and brain have fields strong enough to be measured.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
It you look at the electromagnetic field out in the universe, we can see that that  
universal electromagnetic filed has the ability to store information in the same 
way that computers store information on magnetic tape

Everything you think, feel, do, say creates an electromagnetic signal and pattern 
and is stored. But how and where is it stored? What if all information every 
discovered and any emotion ever felt by anyone is be stored in this 
electromagnetic field, and is available to be accessed.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
The earths magnetic field and the magnetic field of the universe meet.  Magntic
fields have no boundaries and they do not stop, they connect, merge and and 
interact with each other.  So your magnetic field interacts with the earths and 
the universes and so we have access to all stored information 

And that electromagnetic system is an information field.  An enormous universal 
body of information available to each one of us through our connection.  



ELECTRIC HEALTH
This explained to me how we are all quantumly entangled.

The question is how do we access and download that information that is stored in the 
electromagnetic field which could give us access to all information every revelead?

When I engage with the electromagnetic fields for information access, my first step is to 
step into the Tree of Life and engage from there.

This is a place of safety, a place where all information is filtered though the lens of 
heaven.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
If we can now agree that much of what we are made up of is electricity

Then eclectic health means using voltage to change our wellbeing will be 
effective.

There is a treatment type called Frequency Specific Microcurrent



ELECTRIC HEALTH
FSM has been around for 20 years and those practicing this modality and was 
pioneered by research done between 2000 and 2003 at the University of 
Sydney, Australia.

What FSM does is use frequencies to affect the brain, the stress centres and the 
emotions.

This is done by changing cell signaling with frequency



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Our body, as a electromagnetic system has cells that function as a semiconductor 
network to convey current charge and information.

How does that work?

Frequencies change membrane protein configuration and cell function 
electromagnetically with a specific frequency signal

Correct frequencies can cause instantaneous changes and those changes can 
become permanent when the persons attitudes, intention, nutrition, and 
mechanics support the change. 



ELECTRIC HEALTH
We can also create a stable state within our bodies with meditation, gratitude,

Energy balancing strategies like toxic energy release, stress reduction and 
supplements.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
So, with eclectic health we can take care of this system we call our body and 
making sure that this system is running optimally.

Its making sure that there is no “noise” in the signal 

Its making sure there is no resistance to the flow of current.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Ever wondered why tuning forks are so helpful in health management?

Because they can clear our the “noise” in the signal, or resistance to the flow of 
current.

Holding a tuning fork on a particular spot or gateway can relax the whole 
electrical system which will begin to clear tension, inflammation and more.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
We can raise the strength of the 
current flowing through our bodies 
when we get rid of noise or signal 
resistance.

Try using a tuning fork on a painful 
area of your body and see what 
happens



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Try using a tuning fork on various parts of your body that hurt.  Follow you 
intuition and not your head.

Your body will use your intuition to speak to you as your head is usually full of 
good ideas from things your have learned and not necessarily helpful to the 
issue at hand.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Come with me on a journey for a moment.

Imagine you are an primarily and energy being.  Your body is an energy 
system.

If we can see ourselves not as unidimensional but multidimensional it will help us 
understand health and healing.

Health is a state of balance of dynamic energetic flow.  Once the flow is 
disturbed and imbalance occurs, disease follows.

Every cell in the body requires energy for life, and keeping the balance right 
will keep you healthy



ELECTRIC HEALTH
I have been doing a lot a reading and research around cancer.  Due to my 
journey, it really interests me to find out as much as I can about this subject.

One train of thought is that cancer is actually not a disease as such but rather 
the body accumulating out of control cells, all in one place, a tumor.

This train of thought says that cancer is a wake up call.  Its your body saying 
things are out of control.  We need to radically change our way of living.

This would imply that cancer is more of a metabolic disease than a genetic 
disease.  Its your immune system turning on itself



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Which would in turn suggest that cancer is caused by mitochondrial malfunctioning.  I 
am not medial so I have been holding Fathers hand in all this to get the layman's 
interpretation and what I am delivering is at a very basic level.

But at that basic level, there are many solutions available that will help eradicate the 
issues.

If you look at this as a possible explanation it would certainly explain why so many 
cancers return after chemo.  The underlying issues have not been dealt with.  The 
cancer cells in the tumors may have been killed, but the reason the cancer started in the 
first place has not been addressed.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Not only this is relevant to cancer, but in fact to all general health.  Improving 
the Immune System is the way to health and wellbeing. 

The Immune System is what the Father built into our bodies as the repair 
mechanism.

Chemical intervention distorts the balance of energy and the immune system.



ELECTRIC HEALTH
By changing diet – we are able to energise the mitochondria and rebuild the 
immune system.  We can do this through :

Ketogenic diet High doses of Vit C

Vit D Zinc

Magnesium Vit B Complex

CoQ10 Curcumin

Good Hydration



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Lifestyle changes that will energise the mitochondria and rebuild the immune 
system are: 

Getting enough sleep and rest time 

Having less stress

Reducing Cortisol

Breathing Exercises and Meditation

Intermittent Fasting



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Imagine that your body is a battery that needs charging.

At 100% charge you are fully healthy

At zero you are dead

What many people do with their electric health is the discharge more than they 
recharge.

If our output is more than our input, it will eventually result in serious health 
issues.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

So what is Grounding or Earthing?

Simply put:

Grounding or Earthing is living in contact with the Earth’s natural surface.

Whilst we live on Earth, most of us don’t touch the Earth anymore.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING
• How does Grounding Work?

• There are constantly negative electrons flowing from the earths surface.  

• Within our body are positively charged free radicals which lead to inflammation, pain 
and lack of healing.

• When we have contact with the earths surface, the negative electrons are absorbed 
into our body and neutralise the positive free radicals which then reduces 
inflammation.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

Grounding is said to have the following health benefits:

Rapid reduction of inflammation

Rapid reduction or elimination of chronic pain

Dynamic blood flow improvement to better supply the celss and tissues of the body 
with vital oxygen and nutrition



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

Reduced Stress

Increased Energy

Improved Sleep

Accelerated healing from injuries and surgery 



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

Exposure to sunlight produces vitamin D in the body.  Its needed for health

Exposure to the ground provides “electrical nutrition in the form of electrons.

Think of these electrons as vitamin G – for ground

Just like vitamin D, you need vitamin G for your health.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

The Earth itself is the original anti-inflammatory.  

And the planet itself is the biggest electron donor on the plant.

What does that mean to you?

Imagine a mighty army of free electrons, galloping up through your body from the 
earth mopping up inflammatory free radicals.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING

Inflammation, sickness and pain in your body are but a manifestation.

These may be a manifestation of an electron deficiency

The remedy may be as close as the Earth you live on.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING



ELECTRIC HEALTH - GROUNDING
So practically how do we ground ourselves?

Walking barefoot on the earth will ground you

Sitting on a chair with your feet planted on the ground

Wading or swimming in the ocean (Salt water is more conductive than fresh water)

For best results keep grounded for at least 30-40 minutes at a time



ELECTRIC HEALTH - BREATHING
The oxygen molecule has four free electrons.

When we breath in those electrons, they adhere to the hemoglobin in our blood

The blood is the carrier system in the body

The blood carries to electrons to the cells that are deficient

The deficient cells draw the electrons into the cell

The cell becomes recharged.



ELECTRIC HEALTH - BREATHING
Interestingly we can go for weeks without food.

We can go a few days without liquid.

We can only go minutes without breathing.

It seems the primary source of our life is coming from the oxygen

Trauma is one of the things that causes us to change our breathing pattern

This will seriously damage our health

If you are someone who suddenly takes deep breaths, it’s a sign that your 
breathing pattern has been changed.



ELECTRIC HEALTH

• Chemically we think of PH

• When my PH is low – I am acidic

• I think – eat more green veg

• This is definitely an option, as the 
juice transfers electricity

• But there is another option 

• Electrically we think of voltage

• When my voltage is low

• What do I do?

• I plug myself in to recharge

• How do I do this?



ELECTRIC HEALTH
Get enough sleep

Get grounded every day

Do some kind of breathwork

Drink pure water – Water has 10 electrons per molecule

Make time for you to recharge

Use a tuning fork to introduce electric energy into your body

Crystal Bowls also deliver electric energy




